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201. Theorems on thin homoeoids. The potential at any internal point of a thin homoeoid being known it is required to find the potential at any external point.
"""HLeTtwo ellipsoids have for their semi-axes (a, b, c), (a', V, c'); points on these are said to correspond when their coordinates are connected by the relations
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Let dcr, da be two triangular elements of area at P, P' such that the corners are corresponding points; let p, p' be the perpendiculars from the centre 0 on the tangent planes. The volumes of the tetrahedra whose bases are da, da and common vertex 0 are respectively ^pda and ^p'da. The first of these volumes is expressed by one sixth of the determinant in the margin, where the several rows express the coordinates of the corners. The second volume is expressed in the same xz y2 z2 way with accented letters to represent the corresponding points on the second ellipsoid. It is evident from the relations (1) that these determinants are in the ratio abc : a'b'c'. We therefore infer that the elements of surface of the two ellipsoids are connected by
-              .                             pdcr       abc                                     ,..
the equation                     -t7T_ =         ........................../-M
^                               pdcr      abc                                 ^ '
Since any elementary areas at P and P' may be subdivided into triangles, it is evident that this relation holds for elementary areas da, daf of any shape, provided only their boundaries are formed by corresponding points.
Since the thickness of a thin homoeoid is represented by kp, it follows that the volumes of corresponding elements of two thin homoeoids are in a constant ratio. Adding those elementary volumes together, it is easily seen that this constant ratio is equal to that of the whole volumes of the two shells. If the shells are of such thicknesses that their whole volumes are equal, then the volumes of all corresponding elements are equal. See Vol. I. Art. 428.
202.    We shall now require the following geometrical theo-
} rem:—the distance between two points one on each of two confocal '
: ellipsoids is equal to the distance betweeti their corresponding points.;
A proof may be found in Smith's Solid Geometry, Art. 166,' This
theorem is usually called Ivory's theorem after its discoverer, who
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